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Terrence “Taps” wasn’t beyond quizzing the children on what they learned. Some of his vo-
cabulary words dealt with speed, like “fast” and “slow.” He taught other words as well.
The hoofer also shared some dancing-
history, mentioning noteworthy tappers such as Savion Glover, who is often referred to as Savion “Happy Feet” Glover. He had the chil-
dren recall the Warner Bros. movie “Happy Feet,” and told them
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(Austin) - Don’t miss the saxiest concert of the year as Women in Jazz presents SAX AND THE CITY, a smooth con-
temporary jazz concert featuring Marion Meadows, Jessy J and Paul Taylor with special guests Joe McBride and Will Brock plus Pamela Hart Sept 7 at the Para-
mount Theatre. SAX AND THE CITY captures all of the soulful grooves, dazzling melodies and seductive magic that have become a trade-
mark! The Latin infusion of Jessy J and the awe-
some smooth of Paul Taylor, together with the
east coast funk of Marion Meadows is a must hear
and see! Critics and fans alike are raving about the
eductive magic that
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SAXTACULAR: Paul Taylor, Jessy J and Marion Meadows perform in Sax and The City September 7 at Riverbend Centre.